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UNTITLED (YELLOW), 2019

Ana de Almeida and Stephanie Misa, “Untitled (Yellow)”, 2019, Installation   Photo Credits: Christina Werner

ART WORK



Installation Shots, Clockwise from Left: Ana de Almeida and Stephanie Misa, Untitled (Yellow) 2019 Instlaltion View,  Archival Photo collection  of church arches by Stephanie Misa’s grandfather, “Rooster 
Empire” 2019, Silkscreen, “The newest crop of shit from the sea” 2019  Photo Credits: Christina Werner



UNTITLED (YELLOW) 2019

Untitled (Yellow) is an artistic collaboration between Ana de 
Almeida and Stephanie Misa for the “Archipelago Mountain” 
exhibition. This installation is composed of two yellow walls 
and six groups of elements/objects, and is the result of a cor-
respondence process between the two artists and reflections 
upon the construction of memory and identity where shared 
and acts of transmission and displacement of landscape ma-
terialize.

The installation is composed of two posters (digital print on 
paper); one slide show (on loop on a Kodak slide projector), 
one photo (digital colour photo printed on photo paper), three 
collections of stones and beach wood, two folders with pho-
tographs and letters, and an audio playlist (headphones, MP3 
player and printed text). Photos: 5020/Rauchenbichler

In Untitled (Yellow)’s second iteration in the show “Translocal 
Scores”, de Almeida and Misa have added the element of the 
ubiquitous rooster, both strongly present in the local culture 
and mythology of their “homelands”. In this iteration, the 
rooster morphs into the iconic symbol of empire and is pres-
ent is as a five meter silkscreened banner, and a double sided 
print on a wooded block. 

The Installation has been shown in Archipelago Mountain in Galerie 
5020, Salzburg in 2017 and Translocal Scores, Gumpendorfer-
strasse Project Space , Vienna in 2019.

Above: Collection of slides from different sources, 
Wood -block Rooster (silkscreen) 2019,”Mixed 
Taped” 2019 (audio guide) 
 
Below: “Mixed Tape” playlist 2019, “The Magic 
Wand” 2019 (silkscreened wood)



microMACRO, 2019

Stephanie Misa, “microMACRO”, 2019, Installation   Photo Credits: Claudia Sandoval Romero

ART WORK



microMACRO, 2019

microMACRO is a solo show by Stephanie Misa for Mz* Balta-
zar’s Laboratory (a feminist artist-run space), at Parallel Vienna 
on September 24-29, 2019.The project statement reads:

Micro, to understand human choices 
of resource allocation and backroom dealing 
schmoozes— bottoms- up!

Macro and its industry of top-down 
convertibles driving down palm-lined highways
making you a star.

What stimulates economic growth? 
A supply, and a demand. Not a request or a kind ask,
not an influencer trading on likes.
Co-dependent, co-habitating, copulation 
an equilibrium is needed.

The Installation is consists of 3 scupltures: Kronjot II (materi-
als: wooden plank, wire baskets, metal triangle), the Egg Bench 
(materials: MDF Black plank, metal triangle legs), Century Egg 
(Melamine-coated woodchip boards), One Hundred Sixteen (in 
collaboration with Klemens Waldhuber) composed of 116 Terrazo 
eggs (plaster).

The terrazzo eggs are sold during the Parallel Art Fair as limited 
editions. Its commerce and exchange is part of the play of micr and 
macro economics.
.

Above: “One Hundred Sixteen”, a collection of 116 
terazzo eggs (plaster)
 
Below: “Egg Bench” 2019, black MDF Board



Installation Shots, Clockwise from Left: Stephanie Misa & Klemens Waldhuber, One Hundred Sixteen 2019 Catalog,  Installation Detail: “One Hundred Sixteen”, Exhibition View, Installation View: “Century Egg 
(Melamine-coated black floor)



EYE( I )EI, 2019
Installation view, “EYE(I)EI” 2019

ART WORKART WORK



Eye ( i ) Ei is an installation composed of a 2-channel video, 2 metal  frames, a drapped textile, a wind machine, and two plaster eye sculptures. Eye ( i ) Ei is a part of the exhib-
tion “Field Within” curated by Mariel Rodriguez at the Xhibit Space, 14 July- 14 September 2019, Eschenbachgasse 11, 1010, Vienna.

How did the word the for eye (mata) and king (hari), in my mother tongue, end up meaning sun (matahari) in someone else’s? Fijian anthropologist, Epeli Hau’ofa writes that the 
pre-colonial world was one “in which people and cultures moved and mingled, unhindered by boundaries of the kind erected much later by imperial powers.” Maritime flows 
have historically been of central importance in the constitution of cultural identities, evidenced in the way ethno-linguistic groups in the archipelago (of the Philippines) do not 
map with particular islands, but rather, with particular maritime regions. The maritime regions I am marrying in this spectral tracing of horizons are Jogjakarta and my home-
land of Cebu, where the eye becomes king, and “I” (myself), a yellow yolk of egg.



Above: Installation Shot, two-channel video (10’5”) 
Below: Installation View

Photo Credits: Lisa Rastl, Claudia Sandoval Romero

Matahari in my memory was a spy. A french woman, no, she 
was dutch, no, a dancer with no past but just a name: Mata 
Hari (like the eye of dawn) borne of the Dutch East Indies and 
summoned in Malang, Java. She was an agent— a double 
agent, code named H-21 who worked for the Germans and 
the French, selling secrets of promises, and lies, and parlour 
gossip— Mata Hari, Greta Garbo, Margaretha Zelle— a fiction 
of her own making, built upon the exotic otherness of the In-
dies, and propelled towards an embodiment just as complex.

matahari, sinar matahari, surya, an orb, bola, orbit, bulatan, mata-
hari, bulan, sol, a day star, matahari, a titan, a king, hari, heliacal, 
helios, the sun, the moon, the round of your eye, mata.

It is many things to many people, this orb that sees all, 
the panopticon—
a god,
a lord,
a spy,
a woman.



ARCHIPELAGO MOUNTAIN, 2018

Sherine Anis “SPLIT/ SPIT / SIP”, 2017 (Installation on floor, glazed ceramic hands), Stefanie Strouza “Surface Disturbances, Crests of Foam” 2017 (installation on wall, 
digital print on textile), Stefanie Strouza “Unaware of its location in the past” 2017 (Installation on floor, plaster, silicon and metal sheets) Photo credits: Petri Summanen

CURATORIAL WORK



ARCHIPELAGO MOUNTAIN, 2018

The second iteration of Archipelago Mountain was at the Exhibtion 
Laboratory, Helsinki Finland in 28 Nov - 12 Dec 2018. 

The exhibtion continued to explore the theme posed by the intial 
exhibition as AArchipelago Mountain is an exercise in re-place-
ment. An archipelago: a group of islands that lends its topography 
to ideas of evolution, inter-connectedness, diaspora and change; 
dispelling the pervasive idea of a nationalistic “wholeness”. Archipel-
ago Mountain presents a weaving, a mapping, a tracing of complex 
relations. Which other topographies lend themselves to re-imagining 
a language better able to articulate the decolonial present?

ARTISTS:
ay Mar Albaos (PH/FI), Sherine Anis (EG/AT), Martha Atienza (PH/
NL), Katrin Hornek (AT), Henna Laininen (FI), Roberta Lima (AT/BR/
FI), Linda Reif (AT), Jaakko Ruuska (FI), Stefania Strouza (GR/AT), 
Sophie Hirsch (AT/ US)

Curated by:  Ana de Almeida and Stephanie Misa

Above: Sherine Anis, “SPLIT/ SPIT / SIP”, 2017 
Below: Sophie Hirsch “Excavation”, 2018

Next Pg L-R:  Katrin Hornek “Lithos” 2016 (Installa-
tion View), Linda Reif “Military Boat Disappearing into 
Darkness” 2017 (photo emulsion on carboard), Jaakko 
Ruuska “Spatial Disconnections #1: Recently Closed 
Railway Line” 2018 (video and performance by Other 
Spaces Collective), Jay Albaos “This Body’s Perennial 
Use of  Hands” 2018 (performance & installation)





ARCHIPELAGO MOUNTAIN, 2017

Isidora Krstić, Fernweh III, 2017 (Installation on floor), Ann Böttcher, Der Wald an den Strassen des Führers (Der Umgang mit Mutter Grün), 2008 (installation on wall), 
Martha Atienza, The Guerrilla is Like a Poet, 2015, (video)

ART & CURATORIAL WORK



ARCHIPELAGO MOUNTAIN, 2017

This is a project about landscape as formal and informal disposition 
of elements. Coordinates. An arrangement, a hierarchy: borders and 
de-limitations, transpositions and transgressions, frames and their 
inside-outside, margins, and of course landscape—of the geo-
graphical, political, personal, and emotional nature. 

Edouard Glissant’s Traité du Tout-Monde. (Poétique IV), calls it 
archipelagic thinking, a group of islands that lends its topography 
to an alternative imaginary: a reassessment of the insularity of 
bound cultures, of nation-states, and the heaviness of “continental 
thought”. The archipelago is an alternative imaginary, one that posits 
that identity could be as a conglomeration of islands (composed of 
many, yet is one).

Oh these little earthquakes, 
here we go again, these little earthquakes.
Doesn’t take much to rip us into pieces. *

Identity formation, embodiment, complex colonial histories, evolu-
tion, interconnectedness, diaspora and change— Oh to dispell the 
oppressive idea of nationalistic wholeness!

This is a project about landscape.

ARTISTS: Meriç Algün (TK/SWE), Ana de Almeida (PT/AT), Martha 
Atienza (PH/NL), Ann Böttcher (SWE), Amy Croft (UK), Sara Deraedt 
(BE), Isidora Krstić (SRB/AT), Stephanie Misa (PH/ AT) 

Curated by: Ana de Almeida & Stephanie Misa

Above: Ann Böttcher, Der Wald an den Strassen des Führers (Der Umgang mit 
Mutter Grün), 2008 
Below: Isidora Krstić, Fernweh III, 2017

Next Pg L-R:  Ann Böttcher, Der Wald an den Strassen des Führers (Der Umgang 
mit Mutter Grün), 2008, Martha Atienza, “The Guerilla is like a Poet” 2015), Exhibtiion 
View (Meriç Algün, Stephanie Misa & Ana de Almeida), Ann Böttcher, Der Wald an 
den Strassen des Führers (Der Umgang mit Mutter Grün), 2008 (Detail)





BEHIND THE TERRAIN: SKETCHES ON IMAGINATIVE LANDSCAPES, 2016-2018

Ran Kokubun, “Meanings Left Behind”, 2011 Archival Pigment PrintART & CURATORIAL WORK (Jogjakarta, Hanoi, Tokyo)



BEHIND THE TERRAIN BEHIND THE TERRAIN: Sketch-
es on Imaginative Landscape

The traveling exhibition Behind the Terrain – Sketches 
on Imaginative Landscape follows the term “landscape” 
through historical and artistic research practices that 
bring to the fore fictional narratives, political re-imagin-
ing and the notion of landscape as never a neutral un-
touched entity, but rather an empty field unto which to 
desires are projected.

After exhibitions in Studio Kalahan (Jogjakarta Indo-
nesia, 2016), Nha San Collective (Hanoi, Vietnam, 
2017), parallel exhibtiions in Koganei Art Spot & Korea 
University (Tokyo, Japan 2018), the show continues to 
examine questions that emerge from the interrelation of 
the politics of remembrance, memory, as well as individ-
ual historicities within critical research and art practices.

The focus on landscape, in terms of imaginary narra-
tive as well as politics behind actual terrain, is brought 
into perspective by artists with different cultural and 
immigrant backgrounds and their relationship to defin-
ing terms like: migration, border, identity, and the land-
scapes of their practice. descriptions from discovery 
voyages became “history”, and it stirred up the imagi-
nation, tailoring landscape to the demands of fantasy. 
This physical intrusion, though thoroughly disregarding 
knowledge embodied onto the terrain, allowed for a 
somewhat transnational re-imagining.

Above:
Isha Han “One String”, 2012 (video, 6’), 
Video Still

Below:
Exhibtiion Shot (L) Ran Kokubun, “Meanings 
Left Behind”, 2011 (Photography Book), 
(R) Mamoru “this voice/a place/all that is 
resonating & Art of Japanese Bowing”, 2016 
(video documentation, 21’25”)



With this traveling exhibition, the project aims to ask 
following questions: how is the history and memory of 
conflict and repression unearthed, and how has it been 
forgotten? Is this amnesia encouraged by a modern 
state of materialism? How does landscape ground us, 
at the same time, support a re-imagination of the in-
visible? And, lastly, how does the navigation of this in/
visible terrain produce a mapping of our daily lives?

PARTICIPATING ARTISTS:
Martha Atienza (NL/PH), Veronika Burger (AT), Ishu 
Han (CN/JP), Ran Kokubun (JP), mamoru (JP), Mar-
yanto (ID), Ta Minh Duc (VT), Stephanie Misa (PH/AT) 
,Linh Phuong Nguyen (VT), Nguyễn Thanh Thúy (US/ VT), 
Nguyen Thuy Anh (VT), Elia Nurvista (ID), Agni Saraswa-
ti (ID), Eva Engelbert (AT), Jong Ok Ri (KP/JP), Ri Ae 
Chong (KP/JP), Thuy T. Nguyen (VT/US)

Curated by: 
Mika Maruyama & Stephanie Misa

Above:
Exhibition View, Behind the Terrain at Korea 
University, 2018

Below:
Ri Ae Chong, “Chesa” 2017, Lambda 
C-Print, Ri Ae Chong, “I will go to Tscuhima”, 
2017, video (4’00)

Photo Credits: Ran Kokubun



JOGJAKARTA Installation Shots, Clockwise from Left: Exhibition Views Behind the Terrain in Studio Kalahan, Jogjakarta Indonesia 2016,  Stephanie Misa, “Kronjot” 2016 (Sculpture), Agni Saraswati “Cele-
bration of Meal”, 2015 (acrylic on canvas) and “Madre”, 2016 (acrylic on canvas), Veronika Burger “x galeri” 2016 (Video), Linh Phuong Nguyen “BLACK, RED AND WHITE”  2015 – 2016 (video), Isha Han “One 
String”, 2012 (video, 6’), Video Installation. Photo Credits: Fajar Riyanto



HANOI Installation Shots, Clockwise from Left: Behind the Terrian Exhibtion View, Nha San Collective, Hanoi VIetman 2017, Nguyễn Thanh Thúy “Roots” 2015 (7 zines), Nguyen Thuy Anh “Dear Ancestor”, 
2015 (Sculpture), Video Installation L-R: Martha Atienza “The Guerilla is like a Poet” 2015 (video), Ishu Han “Place to go Home”  2010 (video)  Photo Credits: Nha San Collective



TOKYO Installation Shots, Clockwise from Left: (Top) Exhibtion Views, Behind the Terrain, Koganei Art Spot Tokyo, Japan 2018,  Stephanie Misa, “Kronjot II”, 2018 (Sculpture), Eva Engelbert, “Formation” 
(Sculpture), Martha Atienza “The Guerilla is like a Poet” 2015 (video) Photo Credits: Ran Kokubun



DIDTO’S AMOA (WHERE WE’RE FROM), 2016

Installation shot: Eisa Jocson “Macho Instructional Video”, 2016 &  Martha Atienza Newfoundland N 47° 9’ 35.424”, W 49° 55’ 18.752015 (edition 1 / 5 single channel video 48 min loop) 

CURATORIAL WORK



DIDTO’S AMOA (WHERE WE’RE FROM), 2016

In the cultural parlance of the Filipino diaspora, balikbayan literally 
means balik (“to return”) and bayan (“town”). Meant to describe Fili-
pinos living permanently overseas who return to the Philippines now 
as tourists, the term balikbayan suggests not only a transformed 
sense of space (the hometown or city now traversed through the 
lens of a temporal tourism), but also a radically different sense of 
identity: one defined by transience instead of permanence, shaped 
by constant mobility instead of the stability conventionally associat-
ed with home. 

What the term balikbayan, this temporary state of return, belies 
however, is the multiple forms this return can take. While one be-
comes balikbayan in the week, or weeks, or month that one is back 
home (a duration dependent on the constraints of what is permitted 
in the context of labor), one in many ways, returns to the country 
sporadically, intermittently, through one’s memory and imagination: 
every time one is asked “where are you from?”, every time one 
gathers with people who may or may not come from the same 
town one is from, but is perhaps near enough to get a sense of 
how things back home are doing. If the house is still fine, the roads 
still difficult to climb, if the people one considers  one’s own are as 
one remembers them by. To return to the town, through storytelling, 
dream, to trace the many ways in which one attempts (or succeeds 
in) making such a return, and to embody the various ways in which 
this return can be made. 

This sense of return is also shaped by the multiple forms diaspora 
takes. How different is the return of someone who has since called 
other cities, other countries home? For second or third generation 

Above: Installation shot at VBKÖ
Below: Vitrine contaning  the works of Jake 
Versoza “Basketball Landscapes” 2010-present 
(on-goinf photography series), on Viewfinder;  
Eisa Jocson “Basic Macho Dance Manual” 2015 
(booklet & video installation)

Photo credits: Julia  Gaisbacher



immigrants, does the return to the home country of one’s parents 
or grandparents constitute the same kind of imaginative or emotive 
leap “back to the town”? Given the increased global mobility, does 
the sentimentality of this return still hold when compared to previous 
modes of longing? How do we return? Should we?  

In Didto’s Amoa we invite diasporic artists to interrogate this state 
of imaginative and ideological gesture of return. We seek to gather 
artists who occupy this state of “faraway-ness” in its multiple forms. 
Through this exhibit, we seek to generate the kind of conversation 
that will be critical and imaginative in its examination of possibilities 
(and perhaps) impossibilities of this attempt to return. In this man-
ner, we seek to extend our contemporary understanding of the di-
asporic condition—— taking into account the various ways in which 
we define and question our notions of home, but also the many 
ways we respond to the need to define the places we call “home”, 
we consider our own—— didto sa amoa, there where we’re from.

Didto’s Amoa (Where we’re from) is a group exhibition curated by 
Stephanie Misa and Lawrence Lacambra Ypil from June 8 – August 
31, 2016 at the VBKÖ on Maysedergasse 2, 1010 Vienna. 

ARTISTS:
Alyx Arumpac (PH/ BE), Martha Atienza (PH/NL), Enzo Camacho & 
Amy Lien (PH/US), Jean Pierre Cueto (AT), Eisa Jocson (PH/BE)
Trinka Lat (PH/DE), Jake Versoza (PH)

Above: Jean Pierre Cueto,“The Sailor”  
2016 (Self-Portrait) 

Below: Enzo Camacho and Amy Lien, 
“Manananggal” 2016 (Image and Sound 
Installation). 

Next Page (Clockwise):
Jake Versoza “Basketball Landscapes” 
2016 (photo series on viewfinder), Trinka 
Lat, “A Soapy Opera “2016 (sound instal-
lation), Eisa Jocson “Basic Macho Dance 
Manual”, 2014 (printed manual and sound 
installation), Alyx Arumpac “News from the 
Garden” 2015, (video)





PIMP MY PAPAYA,  2016

Installation shot: “Pimp my Papaya” 2016, Stephanie Misa (video installation, papaya sculpture)

ART WORK



Stephanie Misa’s video installation ‘Pimp My Papaya’ 
implicates skin bleaching products, especially popular in 
the Philippines, as a vestige of colonialism.

Pimp my papaya,
make it all white and smooth
cos color is so over and colonial-white rules

I wanna be pretty, I wanna be me
privileged and fair-skinned
and bleached as can be.

cos white makes the boys all love you,
white makes your girl friends smize,
white makes the you look mestiza, 
oh lookin so rich and fine.”

(from Anti*Colonial Fantasies)

Pimp my Papaya was exhibited at the Anti*Colonial Fan-
tasies: Decolonial Strategies exhibition at Friday Exit, 
Vienna, at the duo-show Exquisite Corpse with Sherine 
Anis at the  SWZD Offspace Galerie, Vienna and at  the-
Body Electric show at the Yuka Tsunuro Gallery, Tokyo, 
Japan. 

Above: “Pimp my Papaya” 2016, Installation 
shot at SWDZ, Materials: mirror, latex papaya 
mold, single-channel video (1:48), one-hand 
speaker

Below: Detail shot, latex papaya sculpture, 
Mirror



EXQUISITE CORPSE,  2016

Exhibition shot: Stephanie Misa & Sherine Anis “Pointer Finger” 2016 (collaborative sculpture/ Installation)

ART WORK



EXQUISITE CORPSE

Sherine Anis & Stephanie Misa

SWDZ, Offspace Galerie
Gärtnergasse 14 1030 Wien 
8-29 July 2016

-----------------------------

She took off like a bat out of hell.
Skid marks and dust left in her wake
swirling in a sudden vacuum.
They were sitting on the balcony, thinking of what
causes what.
Air fresh, the hum of the machines suddenly still. 
She felt the breeze
on her naked legs, looking up at the sky 
with its reddish lilac blueish light.
A spot a black spot started to move, and suddenly
it flew,
a bird that flew jerkily, and 
interrupted her thoughts.
You stopped inhaling.

Above:
“Bodies” 2016, Detail shot

Below:
Exhibition shot: “Bodies” 2016,  Materials: 
sofa cushions, cloth, acrylic paint, spray paint, 
woolen felt, leather belt, string, metal, cement, 
plaster sculpture

Photo Credits: Stephanie Misa / Flora 
Scheibenbauer



Clockwise from Left:  Sherine Anis & Stephanie Misa “Pointer Finger” 2015 (collaborative sculpture/ Installation), Materials: wood, pinwheel, painted metal, clay, metal chains, bacon band aid, rubber and plas-
tic pieces for bolts and screws, “Bodies” 2016 (Detail) , “Bodies” 2016  (Room Instalation View). Photo credits: Stephanie Misa / Flora Scheibenbauer



PRECARIOUS BUST-ING, 2016

 “Precarious Bust-ing” 2016, Wiener Art Foundation at Parallel Art Fair 2016, Vienna   Photo Credits: Sandro Zanzinger

ART WORK



Precarious Bust-ing , 2016 was part of the SculpturpPar-
cours curated by Amer Ab bas and Ste fan Bid ner of the 
Wiener Art Foundation as a  Project Statement for the
Parallel Art Fair 2016, Vienna Austria

September 20- 25 2016
Do mi ni k aner bas tei 11, 1010 Wien

ARTISTS:
She ri ne Anis, Jo an nis Av ra mi dis, Tho mas Bau mann, Andy 
Boot, Cä ci lia Brown, Bru no Gi ron co li, Mi cha el Gum hold, Ka-
thi Ho fer, Tho mas Feu er stein, Ka rin Frank, Mar tin Gran dits, 
Begi Gug gen heim, Lui sa Ka sali cky, Mi cha el Kien zer, Ge or ge 
Ku b la, So nia Lei mer, Ani ta Leisz, Lone Hau gaard Mad sen, 
Ste pha nie Misa, Ru dolf Polan sz ky, Pe ter Sand bich ler, Hans 
Scha bus, Toni Schma le, Franz West, Er win Wurm, Wal ter Vo-
po va, Lau ra Yui le, Hei mo Zo ber nig.

Installation Materials: metal poles, carved wooden bust



UNDER THE SUN,  2016
Detail image: Stephanie Misa, “Transplant” 2016, (Artist Book)

ART & CURATORIAL WORK



UNDER THE SUN  2016

The tropics in winter, a pineapple in the snow, a here and 
there collapsed into each other and now mojitos are the prin-
cipal drink of the Wiener Pinacotekerball 2016. There is no 
irony in the swirling of cocktail glasses, others say the drink 
was invented by enslaved Africans working in cuban sugar 
cane fields. The name mojito coming from the African word 
mojo, which means to place a little spell. Each mint stalk is 
gleaming in the twinkling light of a wonderland confection. 

We can have this now, the exotic abundance of everything 
under the sun with a snap of our fingers. But, Mein Gott, 
what of those people who brought the drink? They are so 
awkward, and yet here they are. For heaven’s sake you, you 
there, learn some manners! We do not do that around here. 
We do not laugh out loud, or show our teeth, or slurp our 
soup, or wear color. We are gracious and cultured, so get 
in-step with your tutti-frutti tropicana hats and rolling Rrrrs. It 
is a serious business we are doing, none of that funny stuff. 
The mahogany veneer emanates with the heat of an equato-
rial forest as with leather hides glistening on the floor, and the 
ananas madeleines (so très lecker), says our fine gentleman 
collector, are “ the tropics in the snow ”.

Under the Sun, is curated by Stephanie with works by artists 
Julia Goodman, Martin Martinsen and Stephanie Misa at 
Pinacoteca Gallery in Vienna, January 2016. 

Above: Stephanie Misa ,“Transplant”, 2016 
(Artist Book) 

Below: Stephanie Misa, “A bedtime story for 
someone else’s child” 2016 
(Sound installation)



Clockwise from Left:  Martin Martinsen “Pineapples go south” 2015 (Installation), Stephanie Misa “Tropical Garden Trope” 2016 (Silkscreen Prints) , Room Instalation View,  Julia Goodman, “Resting” 2016 
(Sculpture and Installation), Photo credits: Thomas Ries



GRANDSTAND, 2014ART & CURATIORIAL WORK 



GRANDSTAND is a solo show and body of work produced during 
residency at Berwick-Upon-Tweed, Northumberland in partnership with 
the Centre for Rural Economy at Newcastle University  - a research 
centre specializing in interdisciplinary social science, researching rural 
development, policy and the well-being of rural communities.

The residency invites an artist to explore current rural issues, changing 
concepts of rurality or rural identities whilst living and working in Ber-
wick-upon-Tweed for 6 months. The exhibit was shown at the Gymna-
sium Gallery, Berwick Upon Tweed .

GRANDSTAND is conceived as a site, a stage set for discussion. The 
installation activates the Gymnasium Gallery as a democratic forum 
with aim of engaging the public into seeing art as political, as perform-
ative, and as participatory. Throughout the exhibition local artists, per-
formers and groups will be invited to use the installation for meetings, 
performances or discussion – with the proviso that the events are open 
to all members of the public.

A sound piece and a map accompany the Grandstand that explores 
the artist’s search for the ‘local’ through seemingly innocuous objects 
around Berwick.

Installation Materials: Grandstand (OSB boards, Lumber, Metal), Sound insta-
laltion (speakers, antique radiogram), Framed Postcard of Berwick (ca. 1900), 
Limited edition poster-maps

Above: “Search for the Serpant”, Sound Installation, 2014
Below: “Grandstand”, 2014 (view from entrance) 

Next Page (L-R, Clockwise): Limited editions poster-maps,  
Artist-talk at opening of Grandstand, a local concert event 

held at the Grandstand, Berwick Postcard ca. 1900  

Photo credits: Mark Pinder





UNTITLED (SAKADA), 2012

Installation Detail: Family Photograph of the Philippines ca. 1920

ART WORK



The installation, Untitled (Sakada), examines Philippine- Hawaii relations 
at the turn of the 19th century while both were American Sovereign 
States. 

Officially under American governance since the relinquishing of Span-
ish territories to the United States, the Philippine became a source of 
uncapped labor for the Sugarcane Plantations in Hawaii.

The recruitement of Filipino laborers started in 1906 till 1946, sending 
approximate 200,000 workers. Those who left for Hawaii were called 
Sakadas, a term derived from a phrase sakasakada amin, meaning, 
“barefoot workers struggling to earn a living”. Cayetano Ligot, my 
grandmother’s father, was assigned the first Resident Labor Comis-
sioner to Hawaii in 1923.

The installation weaves these intersecting narratives through family 
pictures, a video piece, a pressed vinyl record sound installation, and 
research/ archival material prints. 

Materials: Vitrine (MDF boards, glass, mirror), Lithograph prints, acetate prints, 
digital prints,vacuum-sealed muscovado sugar, archival family photos, video pro-
jection,pressed vinyl record, record player  

Above: Installation Detail, Family Photograph, Cayetano 
Ligot in Hawaii (center in hat) with friends and family. 

Next Page: Installation View





B A N D Performance, 2010, Photo Credit: Julia Fuchs

B A N D,  2010 ART WORK



B A N D is a four piece international outfit from England, Germany, Poland and the Philippines. Our interdisciplinary approach came together in March 2010 
through an interest in the forms of collectivity and how they are displayed. We looked at a range of collectives, from art, design and architecture to community 
groups and specifically explored the potential in a pop cultural analogy: music bands. As a group we generated a specific research and working method which 
takes into account current debates around display and critical exhibition making. We look at how form and content in an artistic practice can relate to each 
other.

BAND poster campaign



Martin Beck on B A N D 
from The Band Members and the Band

“BAND’s first public exhibition was held this summer at a rock and 
roll venue in Vienna. It was composed of a series of gestures starting 
with a poster campaign, merchandise sale, light show, a video, and a 
performance by the members of BAND. The performance was driven 
by internal discussions about being a band, the negotiations, conflicts, 
and highlights that come with it. It followed a script that was composed 
from a multitude of sources, ranging from dialogue from Metallica’s 
Some Kind of Monster documentary to excerpts from a letter about 
the function of discipline in group contexts written by Tim Rollins to 
Group Material in 1980. The performance was held in the private realm 
of the backstage area, but live-fed to a small monitor that was casually 
placed on stage in front of an audience expecting a rock and roll show. 
After the performance the members of BAND -- Amy Croft, Rosina 
Huth, Stephanie Misa, and Katarzyna Winiecka -- walked from the 
backstage area through the audience to the bar and had a drink.

What I found striking about BAND’s process and their rather enigmat-
ic event was how, through the lens of metaphor, they analyzed and 
displayed the inner mechanics of an exhibition. Their simultaneous 
application of the operators dynamic and presence twisted the under-
standing of display into method and subject and object. What one was 
left with was, on one hand, a puzzle, but, on the other hand, an op-
portunity to shift the exhibition discourse from one about curators and 
artists to one about form and structure. And that has some urgency in 
current artistic debates.”

Above: FLUC Stage, Venue
Below: Performance Live  feed

Photo credits: Julia Fuchs
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Stephanie Misa, born in Cebu City, Philippines, graduated from the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna in 2012 from the Performative Arts 
and Sculpture Class of Monica Bonvicini. She consistently displays an interest in complex and diverse histories and how this is repre-
sented and expressed, relating to these topics through her video work, installations, sculptures, prints, performance pieces, research 
and writing— bringing forward questions of historical ‘authenticity’, hybridity, and embodiment, that expound on the immigrant experi-
ence.

She was the recipient of the Kültür Gemma! Grant for Migrant Artists and Culture Workers, and an Artist Residency Grant to Jogja-
karta with the Federal Chancellery of Austria (BKA). Recent projects include a commission for Wiener Festwochen 2017 with Night 
School, co-curating Behind the Terrain: Sketches on Imaginative Landscape wit Mika Maruyama (in Jogajakarta, Hanoi, and Tokyo), 
and Archipelago Mountain with Ana de Almeida (in Salzburg and Helsinki). She has shown in the Parallel Arts Fair (AT), Gymnasium 
Gallery (UK), Milton Keynes (UK), Salzburg Kunstverein (AT), Galerie 5020 (AT), VBKÖ (AT), Artery (PH), Sewon Art Space (IDN), Studio 
Kalahan (IDN), Nha San Collective (VT), Yuka Tsuruno Gallery (JP), Wiener Festwochen (AT), and the WeltMuseum (AT). 

She is currently a doctoral researcher at the Academy of Fine Arts, University of the Arts Helsinki.
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Exhibtion Catalogue 2011
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Field Within, Exhibition Catalogue 2019
Xhibit Gallery, Vienna Austria



ARCHIPELAGO MOUNTAIN,  Exhibition Catalogue 2018
Exhibition Laboratory, Helsinki Finland



Out of the Box: Moving Worlds,  Exhibition Catalogue 2017
WeltMuseum Wien, Vienna Austria



Anti*Colonial Fantasies, Exhibition Catalog 2016
Verlag Zaglossus ISBN: 978-3-902902-50-4



“Artistic Research As a Tool of Critique” by Paula Kramer and Stephanie Misa, 
Researching (in/as) Motion, NIVEL — Artistic Research in the Performing Arts, Issue 10, 2019
Jane Bacon, Rebecca Hilton, Paula Kramer & Vida Midgelow (Editors)
(https://nivel.teak.fi/adie/artistic-research-as-a-tool-of-critique/)



Waypoints: The Doctoral Programme at the Academy of Fine Arts 20 years
Mika Elo, Lea Kantonen, Petri Kaverma (Editors) , 2019
ISBN: 978-952-353-397-4



“I am White, Snow White: Stephanie Misa on Princess by Eisa Jocson”, by Stephanie Misa
TQW Magazine, 2 November 2018
(https://tqw.at/en/i-am-white-snow-white)




